
Exchange in Portugal - for teachers

1. What kind of classes and subjects did you attend? (0 b.)

10
Odpovědi

Nejnovější odpovědi
"mathematics"

"english lesson"

"The art lesson, The Portuguese lesson, PE lesson, The Engli…

Počet respondentů, kteří odpověděli English lesson na tuto otázku:.
English
Physical Education
Englush
Physical Education

English, arts, physical education
Art lesson, Portuguese lesson, PE lesson, English lesson
The art lesson, The Portuguese lesson, PE lesson, The English lesson
English lesson
mathematics



2. What new knowledge (expirience) did you got? (0 b.)

9
Odpovědi

Nejnovější odpovědi
"I attended a lesson in which the students, working in pairs, …

"language skills"

"culture differences, new activities and games for language …

Počet respondentů, kteří odpověděli culture na tuto otázku: 3 (33%).

3. What would you use in your own practice from the new expirience?

culture activities and
new activitiesports

countries

schools

culture differences

culture of other cCultural differences

language les

terms of sport

lesson in which the students

English classes

habits and customs
combination of classes

language skills

gastronomy

problem

pairs

english usecountries
project

Activitiesenglish language

cultural and History

knowledge and History

improvement o

Speak English
new appr

language and the differences topics among the co
language games

differences and similarit

Use of Technology

hospitality and reception

different approaches

1 anonymous To mobilise pupils to research and perform sports from other countries with their own culture.
2 anonymous Cultural and historical topics
3 anonymous I learnt about the culture of other countries in terms of sport, gastronomy, daily habits and 
customs, how schools work and are organised...
4 anonymous I saw how each school works. We exchanged views on pedagogical and operational issues
5 anonymous The combination of classes
6 anonymous Cultural differences, new activities and games for English classes
7 anonymous culture differences, new activities and games for language lessons
8 anonymous language skills
9 anonymous I attended a lesson in which the students, working in pairs, had to solve a problem (problem 
solving).

1 anonymous The use of english and cultural knowledge and History from the countries involved in this project
2 anonymous The improvement of English.
3 anonymous The use of english language and the differences and similarites of cultural and History topics among the 
countries involved in this project.
4 anonymous Speak English
5 anonymous I learned a lot from the hospitality and reception of my colleagues from foreign schools
6 anonymous Working with new technologies
7 anonymous Activities, different approaches to teaching
8 anonymous activities, language games, new approach to teaching gradually building of friendly athmosphere
9 anonymous Use of Technology in Education
10 anonymous The stimulus induced in students through the request to solve a problem helps the development of critical 
sense and independent thinking.



4. Did you have the opportunity to talk about the course of education with your
colleagues from another schools?

(0
b.)

5. How did you like the course in the national language? (0 b.)

6. I learned basic conversation in the national language (0 b.)

Yes, of course 8

Yes, but little 2

No, certainly not 0

Excellent 8

Good 2

Average 0

very poor 0

Yes, of course 7

Yes, but very little 3

No 0

Certainly not 0



Exchange in Greece - for teachers

1. What kind of classes and subjects did you attend? (0 b.)

2. What new knowledge (expirience) did you got? (0 b.)

3. What would you use in your own practice from the new expirience? (0 b.)

1 anonymous English
2 anonymous English
3 anonymous Physical Education
4 anonymous The 8.class english lesson
5 anonymous English, Greek, ICT, PE
6 anonymous English

1 anonymous The use of language and the knowledge of different cultural
2 anonymous Cultura ,traditional and historical topics
3 anonymous I learnt about the culture of other countries in terms of sport, gastronomy, 
daily habits and customs, how schools work and are organised...
4 anonymous new ways of communications methods
5 anonymous Cultural differences, new apps used for teaching, PE activities for the whole 
class
6 anonymous I took part in a lesson organized with group work for the students

1 anonymous The use of english language and the differences and similarites of cultural 
and History topics among the countries involved in this project.
2 anonymous The use of english language and the differences and similarites of cultural 
and History topics among the countries involved in this project.
3 anonymous Speak English
4 anonymous new communications and educational games
5 anonymous some apps for creating projects with pupils (e.g. Canva), new activities for 
English classes
6 anonymous Group work allows you to work simultaneously with students at various 
levels and facilitate peer socialization



4. Did you have the opportunity to talk about the course of education with your
colleagues from another schools?

(0
b.)

5. How did you like the course in the national language? (0 b.)

6. I learned basic conversation in the national language (0 b.)

Yes, of course 5

Yes, but little 1

No, certainly not 0

Excellent 4

Good 2

Average 0

very poor 0

Yes, of course 2

Yes, but very little 4

No 0

Certainly not 0



Exchange in Italy - for teachers

1. What kind of classes and subjects did you attend? (0 b.)

2. What new knowledge (expirience) did you got? 

3. What would you use in your own practice from the new expirience? (0 b.)

1 anonymous English
2 anonymous Physical Education
3 anonymous English ,physics, history
4 anonymous I attended physics class
5 anonymous History,English,Maths,Physics
6 anonymous English, Italian, ICT, PE
7 anonymous ICT class, English class, Italian class, Primary school
8 anonymous English lesson, Italian lesson, ICT lesson, PE lesson + primary school - 
English lesson with songs and games

1 anonymous Different cultural and language topics
2 anonymous I learnt about the culture of other countries in terms of sport, gastronomy, 
daily habits and customs, how schools work and are organised...
3 anonymous Actually, the various gatherings and activities gave all participants the 
opportunity to get to know each other, exchange their experiences at school , and present the 
culture they belong to.Also, we learnt how to manage time, schedules and become more 
cooperative.
4 anonymous the mode of operation in the flow of the school day, the additional musical 
events to which they attach great importance
5 anonymous Broad perspective of Education diversity of ,knowledge and good practices 
for school, exchange of experience and cultural among the participants involved.
6 anonymous Cultural differencies, new approaches to teaching, various English activities 
for the whole class

1 anonymous The use of english language and the differences and similarites of cultural 
and History topics among the countries involved in this project.
2 anonymous Speak English
3 anonymous I wil include some inter-cultural methods on teaching , skill managment 
both of students and teachers, , creation and managment of digital content,
4 anonymous enrichment elements of already existing functions
5 anonymous Ideas and new perspective in school management and class teaching.
6 anonymous some new games and activities for classes
7 anonymous Different approaches to teaching.
8 anonymous new kinds of outdoor games and indoorgames, new ICT activities in 
language classes



4. Did you have the opportunity to talk about the course of education with your
colleagues from another schools?

(0
b.)

5. How did you like the course in the national language? (0 b.)

6. I learned basic conversation in the national language (0 b.)

Yes, of course 7

Yes, but little 1

No, certainly not 0

Excellent 5

Good 3

Average 0

very poor 0

Yes, of course 3

Yes, but very little 5

No 0

Certainly not 0



Exchange in Czech - for teachers

1. What kind of classes and subjects did you attend? (0 b.)

1 anonymous English
2 anonymous Physical Education
3 anonymous I didn't have to take a class
4 anonymous English, arts, music
5 anonymous English class, Czech class, PE, ICT
6 anonymous English class, Czech class, PE class, ICT class,
7 anonymous English class, Czech class, PE Class, ICT class
8 anonymous PE class, english lesson, czech lesson, ICT lesson
9 anonymous english lesson
10 anonymous History

2. What new knowledge (expirience) did you got? (0 b.)

1 anonymous Language anf cultural topics
2 anonymous I learnt about the culture of other countries in terms of sport, gastronomy, daily 
habits and customs, how schools work and are organised...
3 anonymous I learned a lot from the organization and operation of the Czech school
4 anonymous Using technologies, new pedagogical ideas ands methods
5 anonymous new approaches to teaching
6 anonymous new approach to teaching with different attitude; new activities
7 anonymous New approaches to teaching, new activities
8 anonymous new approaches for reaching
9 anonymous language skills, contact with different cultures, european partnership
10 anonymous I took part in a flipped lesson



3. What would you use in your own practice from the new expirience? (0 b.)

 

1 anonymous The use of english language and the differences and similarites of cultural and 
History topics among the countries involved in this project.
2 anonymous Speak English
3 anonymous the daily operation of the school
4 anonymous All of the above
5 anonymous new games and activities for English classes
6 anonymous new activities, new games
7 anonymous New activities and games
8 anonymous new knowledge, canva application
9 anonymous Use of Technology in Education
10 anonymous The methodology of the flipped classroom can be very useful for rewarding 
excellence and at the same time recovering those who need more time to assimilate the concepts.



4. Did you have the opportunity to talk about the course of education with your
colleagues from another schools?

(0
b.)

5. How did you like the course in the national language? (0 b.)

6. I learned basic conversation in the national language (0 b.)

Yes, of course 9

Yes, but little 1

No, certainly not 0

Excellent 8

Good 2

Average 0

very poor 0

Yes, of course 7

Yes, but very little 3

No 0

Certainly not 0


